
Discover Italy while playing golf!

Golf, Wine
and Wellness
on Lake Garda



Lake Garda: great golf, 
history and wine
Lake Garda or Benaco is the largest lake in Italy. Its 
wider part to the south is surrounded by morainic 
hills that were left following the glacier recession, 
while the narrow northern part is enclosed by the 
mountains that createits fjord-shape configuration 
and provide a very mild Mediterranean climate.
The luminous environment, temperate climate, and 
flourishing vegetation - mainly olive and lemon 
groves, palms, cypresses, oleanders and orange 
trees - along with the majestic landscapes are the 
background to the remarkable historical and cultural 
remains spread all around and make this lake the 
most charming in Italy.
Given the intense colour of its water with a marked 
shade of blue and matchless transparency, Lake 
Garda is a unique spot where visitors and guests can 
enjoy a holiday full of relaxation, sports, fun and the 
thrill of discovering new places.

Programme
- 3 nights in a double room + breakfast at Chervò Golf Hotel SPA & Resort
- Entrance to the SPA
- 1 dinner in a typical restaurant based on typical local products (beverage included)
- 2 dinner at S.Vigilio Restaurant in the Club House
- Visit to the historic Garda Cellar with tastings (wines, oils, local specialties)
- 2 x 18-hole green fee at the Chervò Golf Club S.Vigilio



Chervò Golf Hotel Spa & Resort San Vigilio

Between the provinces of Brescia and Verona, in the countryside south of Lake Garda near the San Martino della Battaglia 
tower, stands the Chervò Golf San Vigilio. 
A course with 27 holes divided into three paths respectively Benaco, Solferino and San Martino, and the latter an additio-
nal 9- hole executive course specifically designed for novice players, and to improve the ability to play short of experien-
ced players. 
Route Starting from Championship and Gold, creating a circuit able to leverage its rich natural and historic Abbey of San 
Vigilio. 

With 6775 meters in length when fully extended from the tee “Gold Championship of 
5070 meters from the tee and the “Ladies “with other departures, the route is able to 
provide the utmost care to the most experienced golfer as well as the most fun for 
neophytes.
The water hazards, the greens well protected by bunkers strategically placed, cros-
sprofile articulated surrounded by large rough, in addition to the variable of the possi-
ble combinations of the round of 18 holes for three different starts, are able to provide 
a gaming experience always different.
To complete the circuit, a large and long driving range with the possibility of dual use 
and then practice with the grass in the north and with 11 covered and 15 uncovered in 
the south front of the clubhouse. 
This prestigious golf course always offers the opportunity to hire equipment, golf carts, 
hand trucks and electric.



THE HOTEL
In Pozzolengo, between Desenzano and Sirmione, nestled between the green morainic hills, the Hotel San Vigilio. New 
property, finds its inspiration from the ancient abbey of 1104 that stands at the heart of the structure. 
San Vigilio Hotel offers 132 finely decorated rooms, some with fireplaces, a private balcony or terrace and all personalized 
with different colors of delicate fabrics to make each stay unique and special.

RESORT
In the resort with dedicated roads and underground 
parking with a direct connection to the plane of the
houses are private residences, spread out over two floors, 
which are integrated with the original Abbey of San Vigilio.
The architectural is inspired by the original complex crea-
ting an ideal continuity between the recovery of existing 
buildings and the new development and is characterized 
by its classic volumes with large porches and terraces. 
The areas are surrounded by gardens, fountains, orna-
mental plants and walkways in local stone and is adorned 
with large areas of relaxation surrounded by nature.
Sophisticated lighting at night also helps to make it very 
suggestive.
The residential area has controlled access in order to 
maintain maximum privacy and safety of the residents.
Each apartment has the opportunity to have one or
more underground garages. 

Chervò Golf Hotel Spa & Resort San Vigilio.

Immerse yourself in a new world of wellness! Chervò Golf Hotel Spa & Resort San Vigilio (Italy’s Best Golf Hotel 2020 World 
Golf Awards) has never had such a wide and complete offering. Every day you can bathe in the indoor pools and enjoy the 
SPA, choosing among many a different wellness treatment and program best suitable for invigorating and regenerating 
yourself in the magnificent scenery of the golf course and the ancient Benedictine Abbey of San Vigilio. The Aquae Spa 
world is ready to give you dream holidays and moments of true relaxation during your wellness holiday on Lake.



Terms and conditions

Price does NOT include:
- Flight
- Tips
- Visitors’ tax to be paid on-site
- Entrance fees to museums 
- Insurance cancellation
- Customised beauty treatments in the SPA
- Sun lotions

Extras on demand :
- Car Rent
- Private transfer with car or VAN (with driver)

The choice of the locations and any variations to the programme are made by the management/organisation 
depending on the relative availability and/or in the event of bad weather conditions. 
The programme may be subject to change due to organisational logistics.
Please let us know if you suffer from allergies, intolerances or any other major medical conditions or follow any 
particular dietary regimes (vegetarian, vegan, etc.)
All the I4G Experiences have been conceived by Italy4golf yet are developed and managed by selected local tour 
operators to make sure you get the most out of your golfing holiday.

Booking & Payment
Booking  Confirmation by payment of 35% of the amount.
Balance  Within maximum 30 days from the beginning of the stay.

Cancellation Fees Up to 45 days   no Fee
   From day 44 to 30 35%
   From day 29 to 15 70%
   From day 14  100% 

Local Travel Agency
I VIAGGI DI RACHELE SRL VAT N°/TAX CODE: 0375566
Technical Management: Morandi Rachele
SCIA (Certified Notice of Commencement of Business Activities)
Province of Mantua n. 41419 dated 28th August 2015
Mondial Assistance Insurance Policy N° 188814
Guarantee Fund N° 6006000546/A

ITALY 4 GOLF
www.italy4golf.com

Italy4Golf
Italy4golf is an innovative start-up business that is establishing a network of golf clubs, hotel facilities, 
wine and food companies and Italian cultural-touristic enterprises in order to propose a varied,
complete and appealing tourist offer to foreign golfers.
Therefore, Italy4golf’s aim is to promote Italy overseas by proposing solutions and integrated pathways 
linking the Golf, Hospitality, Wine and Food, Entertainment and Culture sectors.

If INTERESTED in this Experience, mail to : experiences@italy4golf.com


